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In this fascinating book by psychologist and medical
anthropologist Alberto Villoldo youll discover how you
can heal yourself and your loved ones by employing
journeying the powerful process used by the shamans of
the Americas. The practices of soul retrieval and destiny
retrieval are also described in rich practical detail
illustrating how you can become your own shaman and
accomplish in a few sessions of journeying what can
take years to do in a psychological setting.

Do you want to download or read a book? - When you
are putting the finishing touches on your keyword
research list there are a few other things you should consider that may help you refine
your focus even further. You know, all too well, that not all traffic is good traffic. The
quality of the traffic you receive matters a great deal when it comes to making sales.
Limiting your competition is one of the best ways to ensure that you are making the sales
you've worked so hard to earn. Finding the right keywords makes this a lot more likely
because it will not only draw in your target audience but will also limit the amount of
websites you are competing with. It is much easier to find your way to the top of a list
that has only 5,000 competing websites than it is to work your way to the top of the
search engine rankings when there are 13,000,000. You want to make sure that the pool
of competition is as small as possible so that you can rise to the top rather than feeling
like a fish trying to swim upstream against a Niagara Falls of competitors. So, how do
you refine the focus and limit your competition? Instead of creating a website that is
dedicated to ice cream makers, create one that is dedicated to the KitchenAid Ice Cream
Maker Attachment. By making this change you are still getting a topic that is fairly well
searched BUT you are also reducing the competition from 1.5 million competing sites to
just over 7,000. That is a HUGE difference. Even then though there are some that will
argue that is unfavorable odds for competition and will require significant effort to
optimize. How much work you are willing to put into the SEO process will determine
whether or not this is a good keyword choice for you. At the end of the day, the less

competition you have, the greater the likelihood that you will be able to rise to the top of
the search engine rankings with consistent effort. The more competition you have, the
more effort you will need to make for those favorable results.Use keyword research tools
to help you find out how well searched a term is before deciding to use it on your site.
Keep in mind that seasonal keywords are seasonal. If you want an accurate idea of what
to expect it is a good idea to begin researching during the seasons for these search terms.
You should also be aware of the possibility of defining your keywords too narrowly. The
result for this would be heading to the top of the heap for keywords that get little or no
traffic. If you have a site that offers a product or service that might appeal to local
audience or international audiences be sure to include that in your optimization efforts
also. For example, you could target the keyword and you would be competing with nearly
400 million websites. If you narrowed the focus to toys made in America, you would be
refining your keyword competition to 13,000 sites. If you change it to toys made in USA
you will have twice the competition of made in America but 5 times the search volume.
Little things like this can make a world of difference when you are refining your keyword
selection process. - Read a book or download
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distributors: Do you want to know how to become a top earner? If you wish to become a
top earner, it's vital you get way beyond merely talking to colleagues, associates, family
and friends about your business..It's imperative you master the basics of marketing- like
any real businessHere are 3 strategies 7-figure income earners use to build network
marketing empires today:- Add More Income Streams Instead of being dependent on
your Body By Vi business, build other income sources into your business. It's risky to
rely exclusively on a single revenue source in your business. Your downline leaders
could quit. Market demand might weaken for your Body By Vi product line. The
management team at Body By Vi might make changes you don't like.Risk goes down
when you diversify your income streams. You must keep focus on not let adding new
lines of income distract from your Body By Vi venture.Multiple options exist to add new
sources of revenue:Become an affiliate marketer. Think of the courses, services and

systems you use and your business. Pick the best ones to promote as an affiliate. Promote
the affiliate products you feel are best, not just the ones that pay the most. Generally you
get paid commissions of twenty to sixty percent. It's also possible to convert your own
content into paid products. Sell recordings of your webinars. Group a bunch of videos
you created and sell them as a course. Bundle your articles into an ebook.Another
strategy is to provide coaching to your students. As your expertise grows, you can raise
your coaching prices and be more selective about whom you coach.- Target Your
Audience And Market AccordinglyClarifying the target audience for your Body By Vi
opportunity makes it MUCH easier to market. You must decide:- What type of person is
the best fit for your Body By Vi opportunity?- What major problems do they have?What can you offer that solves their problems?- What websites does your target audience
visit frequently?Once you've clarified these things, everything you do in your marketing
will be more effective. Clarifying your target audience makes it simple to plan you
marketing pieces. Deciding what to blog, create videos, or write emails about becomes
very easy. Marketers in opportunities like Body By Vi almost always target the wrong
people. Usually they target people they know who are out of work or in financial
straights. Stay away from people with no money.The best target market for most people
in businesses like Body By Vi are network marketers in other companies that have not
yet made it big. Network marketers don't need to be convinced about the merits of the
business model.Create educational marketing pieces that solves network marketers'
problems, such as not making enough money, or facing high attrition. Create marketing
that positions you as a leader. A portion of your audience will seek you out to join your
Body By Vi venture.- Go To Live EventsAttending live training events is one of the most
important activities in your Body By Vi business. Live events are conferences, weekend
trainings and other events where network marketers in Body By Vi or other companies
gather to learn and network.There are three benefits to attending live events:- Learning
New Things: You will learn important new skills from the leaders who train at live
events. Your prospecting, closing, recruiting and marketing skills will grow.- Network
With Like-Minded People: You'll get the chance to get acquainted with people in Body
By Vi and in other companies. Some will become friends. You'll also meet people with
whom you partner on business deals or joint ventures.- Attitude And Focus: You will
develop greater mental focus and your mindset will become more like a top producer
when you attend events. This is by far the biggest benefit. Meeting people your age who
are a lot like you, except they are wildly successful in Body By Vi or another business, is
very inspiring. Your self confidence and belief will skyrocket.Leaders are born at live
events. New marketers think attending live events is optional. They skip events because
the travel is too expensive. And they never make a profit.I know people who are top
producers who went to live events before they could afford a hotel room. They slept on
the floor of a friend's room! You cannot afford to miss live events. So you must choose:
Act like a top producer, and attend live events. Or never make a profit. -Download
quickly, without registration

